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Goal: Autonomy for mobile robots

• Premise: autonomy = appropriately-coordinated behaviors 

• Consider navigation as a prototypical behavior  
(go to a goal set while avoiding obstacles) 

• So how to do the composition? 

• Like to encode navigation in vector fields 

• Can we do the same for composition? 

• Idea: use pitchfork bifurcation as a switch
�2

Source: Wikipedia

Navigation function
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depends on !vv and s but not on Dv, whereas the dynamics along
the slow manifold depend explicitly on !vv, s, and Dv (Text S1). The
analytically-calculated slow manifold is superimposed on the
simulated decision-making dynamics in Figure 1 and in Figure
S2, where it can be seen that the slow manifold approximates the
slow dynamics well over a range of parameter values, deteriorating
only when Dv is on the order of !vv.

Thus, analysing the stochastic decision dynamics along the
stable one-dimensional manifold will give a good understanding of
the decision-making properties of the system as a whole. This is
particularly relevant because the reduced dynamics resemble
classical models of binary decision-making. For example, the
general one-dimensional stochastic differential equation

dx : ~(azbx)dtzcdW , ð3 Þ

where dW is the Wiener increment as in Eq. 1, includes
Orstein-Uhlenbeck processes (OU — a~0 , b=0 ) and the drift-
diffusion model (DDM — a=0 , b~0 ) as special cases. In these
models as applied to decision-making, amay in certain cases
correspond to the signal in the stimulus presented to the decision-
maker, and c the noise in that stimulus. The decision-variable x
models the tendency to choose one of two alternatives where a
decision is made in favor of one alternative when x crosses a
positive threshold, and the other alternative when x crosses a
negative threshold. In the statistically-optimal DDM parameter-
isation, x represents the log likelihood ratio of the alternatives so
that x~0 corresponds to equal evidence for each alternative.

Bogacz et al. previously recovered O-U processes and the DDM
from two-dimensional connectionist models of choice in the visual
cortex, while we recovered the DDM from two-dimensional
models of nest-site selection by social insect colonies [9]. The
DDM [19] is of particular interest to researchers studying

decision-making because it corresponds to the statistically-optimal
test for compromising between speed and accuracy of decision-
making, and gives the best fits to reaction-time and error-rate
distributions of subjects undertaking psychophysical decision tasks
[4]. The analyses of [4] and [9] were facilitated by studying
equations that converged to a linear stable manifold, whereas the
stable manifold for Eq. 1 is clearly non-linear (Figure 1; Text S1).
Nevertheless approximations to this manifold, as well as stochastic
simulations, will enable us to analyse decision-making along it.

Minimum Value of Acceptable Equal Alternatives
Our previous analysis showed that the decision-making model

of Eq. 1 with k~0 , when alternatives are of equal value
(v : ~vA~vB), exhibits a pitchfork bifurcation as a function of
increasing cross-inhibition rate s and value v [13]. In the pre-
bifurcation case, a single attractor exists at which each accumu-
lator is of equal size, whereas in the post-bifurcation case this
attractor becomes an unstable saddle point, and attractors
corresponding to each alternative emerge. That is, there is a
critical level of cross-inhibition s# below which the decision-maker
remains deadlocked between the two equal alternatives, but above
which it converges to choosing one alternative at random. This
threshold, plotted in Figure 2, was previously [13] calculated as

s#~
4 v3

(v2 {1)2
: ð4 Þ

Figure 2 demonstrates a further very useful decision-making
property, that of value sensitivity. To illustrate the general
principle, consider the particular case of a honeybee swarm that
has discovered two equally poor potential nest sites. If both of
these alternatives are of such low value to the swarm, through
having insufficient volume to allow for effective colony growth and
reproduction in the future, for example, then the swarm would be
better off waiting to see if its scouts can discover other, higher
value, alternatives in the vicinity. Figure 2 shows that, if the value
of the alternatives v is sufficiently low given the swarm’s rate of
cross-inhibition s then this is precisely what happens; the recruiter
populations for the two alternatives A and B become deadlocked
at equal commitment, while leaving a proportion of the swarm in
the uncommitted state U and thus available to discover
alternatives through independent exploration of the environment
(Figure 2; bottom-left inset). Figure 3 presents stochastic simula-
tions of a scenario illustrating this behaviour (see Text S1), in
which two equal but poor quality alternatives are discovered, and
stable deadlock persists between them until a third superior
alternative is discovered and subsequently chosen. This late
selection of an alternative differs qualitatively from earlier models
[20], in which no mechanism for adaptive deadlock was
considered; in [20] a lower recruitment rate for a poor alternative
gives enough time for a late-discovered good alternative to
overtake the poor and reach the decision threshold first. Although
we have not presented them, our model with a single-discovered
alternative, in which no cross-inhibition would occur, would
exhibit similar dynamics. There is experimental evidence,
however, that for honeybee swarms even with only two
alternatives available for discovery, times-to-discovery relative to
time-to-decision are sufficient to ensure that both alternatives are
discovered and a competition between them occurs [13]. The
results of our model also agree qualitatively with experimental
evidence that honeybee swarms are able to choose a good-quality
nest site over four other medium-quality nest sites [21], which

Figure 1. Decision-making dynamics on the unit simplex with
vertex U corresponding to a fully uncommitted decision-
maker (yU ~1), vertex A to a decision-maker fully committed to
alternative A (yA~1, and vertex )B to a decision-maker fully
committed to alternative B (yB~1). When the accumulator for
alternative A or B (yA or yB) surpasses a decision threshold, illustrated
with a dashed line, the corresponding alternative is selected by the
decision-maker. Flow lines indicate sample noise-free trajectories over
time, demonstrating fast convergence to a slow, invariant manifold. A
singular perturbation analysis (Text S1) proves this separation of
timescales, and gives the expression Eq. 2 for the slow manifold
(magenta line), which is independent of Dv (thus, the slow manifold is
the same in the right and left plots). The dynamics on the slow manifold
depend on parameters of the decision problem !vv and Dv and of the
cross-inhibition rate s; stable attractors (filled circles) can co-exist with
unstable saddle-nodes (hollow circles) on the slow manifold. Thus,
decision-making can be reduced to a single decision-variable; this is the
form of several classic models of decision-making, including those
implementing provably optimal statistical tests.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073216.g001

Value-Sensitive Decision-Making

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org 3 September 2013 | Volume 8 | Issue 9 | e73216

Honeybee Democracy

• Pick nest site 

• With high quality (value, v) 

• Quickly (avoid deadlock) 

• Two-site model: (on simplex     )

�3

site quality landscape. We will assume that B=100 based on
the results of Seeley and Buhrman (1999). This number of
scouts will, on average, sample most of the landscape after
a few hours if they are all dedicated to random sampling (as
we assume explorers are). However, since some scouts may
find sites and become dedicated to them, it can take longer
on average to sample all locations. In some situations, all
locations will never be sampled, but that depends on the
dynamics of the selection process. With the choices here,
once in a while, a site will not be found during the entire
nest-site selection process. Since in our model the choice of
the landscape is dependent on B, the model is only valid for
a range of values around B=100. However, if other sig-
nificantly different ranges are of interest, the model can be
adjusted. Furthermore, note that we present the landscape
as having the spatial features to provide intuition; however,
the key feature is that there are unknown sites of various
qualities that have a nonzero probability of being
discovered.

Nest-site locations, which we uniformly distribute across
the domain, are initially unknown to the scouts. Nest-site
selection can then be thought of as trying to find a single
maximum point on the nest-site landscape. One example of
a nest-site landscape is shown in Fig. 1. Here, we have a
number of potential nest sites of varying quality, but only
one that is perfect. We will assume that the quality of a nest
site is constant during the nest-site selection process. Below,
however, we will assume that bees sample the nest-site
landscape function with some noise; hence, two bees that
visit the same site will have different assessments of its
quality.

Table 1 Notations used in the development of the model

Variable Description

θi Location of bee i
B Number of scouts
J Nest-site quality landscape
Nj Quality parameter of nest site j
k Index of expedition
Bc(k) Number of committed scouts
Bu(k) Number of uncommitted scouts
Bo(k) Number of scouts seeking to observe dances
Br(k) Number of bees that rest on the cluster
Be(k) Number of bees that explore
Si(k) Nest-site quality assessment by ith bee
wi(k) Noise due to errors in quality assessment
εt Quality/dance threshold
pd Probability of death on expedition
Bd(k) Number of bees that die at step k
Bdt(k) Total number died by step k
kj
i Step that bee i discovered site j

Li(k) Dance strength of bee i at step k
Lij(k) Dance strength of bee i at step k for site j
γ Initial dance strength for best site
εs Dance decay rate
pm Probability of becoming an observer
εq Quorum threshold
Lt(k) Total number of dances at step k
pe(k) Probability observer becomes explorer
σ Tendency to dance parameter
pi(k) Probability recruited by bee i
Ta Agreement time
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Fig. 1 Example nest-site quali-
ty landscape
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Source: Passino & Seeley

Quality landscape

ẏA = � 1

vA
yA + vAyU (1 + yA)� �yAyB

ẏB = � 1

vB
yB + vByU (1 + yB)� �yAyB

Inhibition Excitation Stop signal Source: Pais et al.
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Motivation system architecture

• Seeley et al. model embeds an unfolded pitchfork; 
converges to high-value option 

• Values evolve as tasks are completed 

• Physical dynamics are a linear  
combination of task vector fields 

• Appropriate value dynamics 
yields repetitive two-point patrol

�4

Physical dynamics

Motivation dynamics

Value dynamics

m

v

x v̇ = fv(v,x,u)

ṁ = fm(m,v)

u
Human or

sensor input

ẋ = �mTF (x)
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Value dynamics

•     goals (locations), each with navigation functions  

• Value            with dynamics  
 

• Motivation state  

• Physical dynamics

�5

N

vi > 0

Stable growth Decay at goal

ṁi = vimU �mi (1/vi � vimU � �(1�mimU ))

m = (m1, . . .mN ,mU ) 2 �N

combination 
of vector fields

'i : D ! [0, 1] 'i, i 2 {1, . . . , N}

�i, v
⇤
i > 0v̇i = �i(v

⇤
i � vi)� �iv

⇤
i (1� 'i(x))

ẋ = �mTDx�

= �(m1r'1 + · · ·+mNr'N )
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Example

Goal 1

Goal 2

• Numerically, we find a limit cycle

�6
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The limit cycle is quite robust!

• Purely reactive: No model of obstacle behavior, just good 
sensors (and no actuation limits)

�7
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Implementation: it works!

�8

With Vasilis Vasilopoulos, D. E. Koditschek 
(application paper under revision)
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Analytical results

�9PBR, Kod, SIAM J. Appl. Dyn. Systems, 2018
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Adding sensors

�10
Idea: use posterior likelihood as task value
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Next steps

• More general tasks (e.g., patrol around a region) 

• Control of limit cycle geometry and timing (control the 
unfolding of the pitchfork)  
 
 
 

• Synthesis of general strategies from logical (e.g., LTL) 
behavioral specifications

�11

Craig’s talk: CP18, Tuesday 3:10 pm
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preverdy@email.arizona.edu 
http://www.paulreverdy.com/

Thank you!

Funding: Air Force Research Laboratory

mailto:preverdy@email.arizona.edu
http://www.paulreverdy.com/
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Craig’s talk: CP18, Tuesday 21 May 3:10 pm
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Continuous action selection

• Simultaneous action selection and movement planning 

• Ability to update smoothly 

• Dynamics  

• Vary weights to pick high-value actions

�14

ẋ = m1F1(x) +m2F2(x)
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Additional slides
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Grid task: abstraction of spatial search

• Study human behavior in  
spatial search tasks 

• Discretize space 

• Earn points based on location 
(unknown to subject a priori) 

• Subject’s goal: earn points by 
navigating through the grid 
(i.e., find peak quickly) 

• Restricted movement or  
allow jumping in space
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1

100
Spatial multi-armed bandit task
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The multi-armed bandit problem

• A canonical representation of the explore-exploit tradeoff 

•     options (arms), indexed by  

• Each arm has an associated distribution           with mean       (unknown) 

• For each sequential decision time                          , pick arm    , 
receive reward  

• Objective: maximize cumulative expected reward

N i

pi(r) mi

t 2 {1, . . . , T} it
rt ⇠ pit(r)

max
{it}

J, J = E
"

TX

t=1

rt

#

�17

Sequential decisions

research.microsoft.com
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Regret

• Bounds on optimal performance more easily formulated in terms of regret: 

• Define                      and                      , expected regret at time t  
 
 
 

• Objective: minimize cumulative expected regret (analytical quantity)  
 

m⇤ = max
i

mi Rt = m⇤ �mit
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Omniscient optimal Mean value of 
decisions made

Sum over options

Sum over decisions
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Bounds on optimal performance

• A fundamental result of Lai and Robbins (1985) shows 
 

• So regret grows at least logarithmically in time: 

• Lai-Robbins is an asymptotic result; the literature seeks uniform bounds (in    ) 

• Uniform logarithmic regret is considered optimal

JR(T ) � C log T

Kullback-Liebler 
divergence

JR(T ) < C0 log T C0 C differ by a constant factor,

E
⇥
nT
i

⇤
�

✓
1

D(pi||pi⇤)
+ o(1)

◆
log T

�19

pi = N (mi,�
2
s)

pi⇤ = N (mi⇤ ,�
2
s)

D(pi||pi⇤) =
�2

i

2�2
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Observed human performance phenotypes

• Data from grid task; short horizon 

• Fit models to observed regret:  
 
 

• This set of models captures most 
observed performance 

• Some people display logarithmic 
regret: “optimal” performance! 

• Can we capture these three classes  
in a model?

R(t) = a+ bt

R(t) = atb

R(t) = a+ b log t
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The Upper Credible Limit Algorithm (UCL)

• Prior belief  

• Heuristic 

• For                       , achieve  
logarithmic regret for good priors 

• And linear regret for bad priors 

• Prior quality depends on  
accuracy and certainty

↵t = 1/(
p
2⇡et)

m ⇠ N (µ0,⌃0)
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�21

Mean reward values Mean belief

Covariance belief: smoothness

A

Qt
i = µt

i + �t
i�

�1(1� ↵t)| {z }
Ct

i

�Iti Info gain Ambiguity bonus: value of information

Uncertainty

Update: Kalman filter, no dynamics
e.g., length scale �

Reverdy et al. Proc. IEEE (2014)
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Stochastic UCL

• Human decision making is stochastic, so extend UCL to stochastic policies 

• Use Boltzmann/softmax action selection 

• Use dynamic temperature parameter 
 
 
 
where                                 is the minimum gap between heuristic values, 

• Stochastic UCL achieves logarithmic regret with a slightly larger constant 

• But gains potential robustness to wrong priors

Pit =
exp(Qt

i/�t)PN
j=1 exp(Q

t
j/�t)

�t =
�Qt

minD

2 log t

�Qt
min = min

i 6=j
|Qt

i �Qt
j |

�22

D > 0

Selection probability

Heuristic value

“Temperature”

0
0

0.5

1

1/νt

Qt
1 − Qt

2

1/νt

P1t

Reverdy et al. Proc. IEEE (2014)
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Parameter estimation for UCL

• Have a model; need an observer 

• Stochastic UCL defines a maximum likelihood estimator; requires solving hard 
non-convex optimization problem 

• If the heuristic is a linear function of the unknown parameters, we get a 
generalized linear model (GLM)  
 

• Reduces to convex problem     estimators with provable convergence 

• Can be applied to stochastic UCL via linearization

Reverdy and Leonard, TASE 2016

Pit =
exp(✓Txt

i)PN
j=1 exp(✓

Txt
j)

�23
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Parameter estimates

• Data from subjects with high performance 

• Use GLM-based estimator 

• Find statistically-significant  
difference between  
parameters for different landscapes 

• Evidence for adapted strategies/priors

�24
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Navigation: a prototypical task

• Navigation function framework: 

•   

• Potential function 
differentiable, unique minimum 

• Task:  

• Ideal dynamics:

�25

Goalr�x(t) 2 D ✓ R2

� : D ! R

(~potential flow)

Source: Wikipedia

lim
t!+1

x(t) = argmin
x

�(x)

ẋ = �ur�, u 2 R++

Cf. Lyapunov functions

–
x
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A simple multi-goal task

• Say the robot has several goals 

• Task: stay close to all of them 

• Let         measure distance to each goal; close =  

• Pose as a constraint satisfaction problem:  
 
 

• Solve using saddle-point algorithm
�26

min
x2X

0

s.t. f(x)  0
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Optimization problem

• Suppose                             is an objective function  

•     constraints  

• Solve problem 
 

• Introduce Lagrange multipliers                     and define 
the Lagrangian

�27

min
x2X

f0(x)

s.t. f(x)  0
<latexit sha1_base64="2/y7MllLO0vxfTjABd0c8SmfSt4=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxaLUS0hEsMeiF48KVgtNCZvtRBc3m7g7kZbQv+LFv+LFgyLexD/jtuag1QcDj/dmmJkXZVIY9LwPZ2Z2bn5hsbJUXV5ZXVuvbWxemjTXHNo8lanuRMyAFAraKFBCJ9PAkkjCVXR7Mvav7kEbkaoLHGbQS9i1ErHgDK0U1ppBIlRYDGggFO2M6B4NaBx6jcE+DYJqgDDAwrjols5El3BHvbBW91xvAvqX+CWpkxJnYe096Kc8T0Ahl8yYru9l2CuYRsEljKpBbiBj/JZdQ9dSxRIwvWLy4YjuWqVP41TbUkgn6s+JgiXGDJPIdiYMb8y0Nxb/87o5xs1eIVSWIyj+vSjOJcWUjuOifaGBoxxawrgW9lbKb5hmHG2oVRuCP/3yX3J54Pqe658f1lvHZRwVsk12SIP45Ii0yCk5I23CyQN5Ii/k1Xl0np035/27dcYpZ7bILzifX6xooBI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2/y7MllLO0vxfTjABd0c8SmfSt4=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxaLUS0hEsMeiF48KVgtNCZvtRBc3m7g7kZbQv+LFv+LFgyLexD/jtuag1QcDj/dmmJkXZVIY9LwPZ2Z2bn5hsbJUXV5ZXVuvbWxemjTXHNo8lanuRMyAFAraKFBCJ9PAkkjCVXR7Mvav7kEbkaoLHGbQS9i1ErHgDK0U1ppBIlRYDGggFO2M6B4NaBx6jcE+DYJqgDDAwrjols5El3BHvbBW91xvAvqX+CWpkxJnYe096Kc8T0Ahl8yYru9l2CuYRsEljKpBbiBj/JZdQ9dSxRIwvWLy4YjuWqVP41TbUkgn6s+JgiXGDJPIdiYMb8y0Nxb/87o5xs1eIVSWIyj+vSjOJcWUjuOifaGBoxxawrgW9lbKb5hmHG2oVRuCP/3yX3J54Pqe658f1lvHZRwVsk12SIP45Ii0yCk5I23CyQN5Ii/k1Xl0np035/27dcYpZ7bILzifX6xooBI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2/y7MllLO0vxfTjABd0c8SmfSt4=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxaLUS0hEsMeiF48KVgtNCZvtRBc3m7g7kZbQv+LFv+LFgyLexD/jtuag1QcDj/dmmJkXZVIY9LwPZ2Z2bn5hsbJUXV5ZXVuvbWxemjTXHNo8lanuRMyAFAraKFBCJ9PAkkjCVXR7Mvav7kEbkaoLHGbQS9i1ErHgDK0U1ppBIlRYDGggFO2M6B4NaBx6jcE+DYJqgDDAwrjols5El3BHvbBW91xvAvqX+CWpkxJnYe096Kc8T0Ahl8yYru9l2CuYRsEljKpBbiBj/JZdQ9dSxRIwvWLy4YjuWqVP41TbUkgn6s+JgiXGDJPIdiYMb8y0Nxb/87o5xs1eIVSWIyj+vSjOJcWUjuOifaGBoxxawrgW9lbKb5hmHG2oVRuCP/3yX3J54Pqe658f1lvHZRwVsk12SIP45Ii0yCk5I23CyQN5Ii/k1Xl0np035/27dcYpZ7bILzifX6xooBI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2/y7MllLO0vxfTjABd0c8SmfSt4=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxaLUS0hEsMeiF48KVgtNCZvtRBc3m7g7kZbQv+LFv+LFgyLexD/jtuag1QcDj/dmmJkXZVIY9LwPZ2Z2bn5hsbJUXV5ZXVuvbWxemjTXHNo8lanuRMyAFAraKFBCJ9PAkkjCVXR7Mvav7kEbkaoLHGbQS9i1ErHgDK0U1ppBIlRYDGggFO2M6B4NaBx6jcE+DYJqgDDAwrjols5El3BHvbBW91xvAvqX+CWpkxJnYe096Kc8T0Ahl8yYru9l2CuYRsEljKpBbiBj/JZdQ9dSxRIwvWLy4YjuWqVP41TbUkgn6s+JgiXGDJPIdiYMb8y0Nxb/87o5xs1eIVSWIyj+vSjOJcWUjuOifaGBoxxawrgW9lbKb5hmHG2oVRuCP/3yX3J54Pqe658f1lvHZRwVsk12SIP45Ii0yCk5I23CyQN5Ii/k1Xl0np035/27dcYpZ7bILzifX6xooBI=</latexit>

f0 : X ✓ Rn ! R
<latexit sha1_base64="3pIIt6gGBq6bTs9eMaPuW0ZRsYA=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAhuLIkIiquiG5dV7AOaWCbTm3boZBJnJkIJ/Qo3/oobF4q4FXf+jZO2i9p6YOBwzr3MPSdIOFPacX6shcWl5ZXVwlpxfWNza9ve2a2rOJUUajTmsWwGRAFnAmqaaQ7NRAKJAg6NoH+V+41HkIrF4k4PEvAj0hUsZJRoI7Xt47Dt4AvcxJ5KAwUaHrAXEd0Lgux2eC+wp+MpoW2XnLIzAp4n7oSU0ATVtv3tdWKaRiA05USplusk2s+I1IxyGBa9VEFCaJ90oWWoIBEoPxvFGuJDo3RwGEvzhMYjdXojI5FSgygwk/mFatbLxf+8VqrDcz9jIkk1CDr+KEw5NlnzjnCHSaCaDwwhVDJzK6Y9IgnVpsmiKcGdjTxP6idl1ym7N6elyuWkjgLaRwfoCLnoDFXQNaqiGqLoCb2gN/RuPVuv1of1OR5dsCY7e+gPrK9fAhaerw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3pIIt6gGBq6bTs9eMaPuW0ZRsYA=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAhuLIkIiquiG5dV7AOaWCbTm3boZBJnJkIJ/Qo3/oobF4q4FXf+jZO2i9p6YOBwzr3MPSdIOFPacX6shcWl5ZXVwlpxfWNza9ve2a2rOJUUajTmsWwGRAFnAmqaaQ7NRAKJAg6NoH+V+41HkIrF4k4PEvAj0hUsZJRoI7Xt47Dt4AvcxJ5KAwUaHrAXEd0Lgux2eC+wp+MpoW2XnLIzAp4n7oSU0ATVtv3tdWKaRiA05USplusk2s+I1IxyGBa9VEFCaJ90oWWoIBEoPxvFGuJDo3RwGEvzhMYjdXojI5FSgygwk/mFatbLxf+8VqrDcz9jIkk1CDr+KEw5NlnzjnCHSaCaDwwhVDJzK6Y9IgnVpsmiKcGdjTxP6idl1ym7N6elyuWkjgLaRwfoCLnoDFXQNaqiGqLoCb2gN/RuPVuv1of1OR5dsCY7e+gPrK9fAhaerw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3pIIt6gGBq6bTs9eMaPuW0ZRsYA=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAhuLIkIiquiG5dV7AOaWCbTm3boZBJnJkIJ/Qo3/oobF4q4FXf+jZO2i9p6YOBwzr3MPSdIOFPacX6shcWl5ZXVwlpxfWNza9ve2a2rOJUUajTmsWwGRAFnAmqaaQ7NRAKJAg6NoH+V+41HkIrF4k4PEvAj0hUsZJRoI7Xt47Dt4AvcxJ5KAwUaHrAXEd0Lgux2eC+wp+MpoW2XnLIzAp4n7oSU0ATVtv3tdWKaRiA05USplusk2s+I1IxyGBa9VEFCaJ90oWWoIBEoPxvFGuJDo3RwGEvzhMYjdXojI5FSgygwk/mFatbLxf+8VqrDcz9jIkk1CDr+KEw5NlnzjnCHSaCaDwwhVDJzK6Y9IgnVpsmiKcGdjTxP6idl1ym7N6elyuWkjgLaRwfoCLnoDFXQNaqiGqLoCb2gN/RuPVuv1of1OR5dsCY7e+gPrK9fAhaerw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3pIIt6gGBq6bTs9eMaPuW0ZRsYA=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAhuLIkIiquiG5dV7AOaWCbTm3boZBJnJkIJ/Qo3/oobF4q4FXf+jZO2i9p6YOBwzr3MPSdIOFPacX6shcWl5ZXVwlpxfWNza9ve2a2rOJUUajTmsWwGRAFnAmqaaQ7NRAKJAg6NoH+V+41HkIrF4k4PEvAj0hUsZJRoI7Xt47Dt4AvcxJ5KAwUaHrAXEd0Lgux2eC+wp+MpoW2XnLIzAp4n7oSU0ATVtv3tdWKaRiA05USplusk2s+I1IxyGBa9VEFCaJ90oWWoIBEoPxvFGuJDo3RwGEvzhMYjdXojI5FSgygwk/mFatbLxf+8VqrDcz9jIkk1CDr+KEw5NlnzjnCHSaCaDwwhVDJzK6Y9IgnVpsmiKcGdjTxP6idl1ym7N6elyuWkjgLaRwfoCLnoDFXQNaqiGqLoCb2gN/RuPVuv1of1OR5dsCY7e+gPrK9fAhaerw==</latexit>

fi : X ✓ Rn ! R, i 2 {1, . . . , N}
<latexit sha1_base64="L3CuZYrC3e52OwIME5PdquHOfBg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3CuZYrC3e52OwIME5PdquHOfBg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3CuZYrC3e52OwIME5PdquHOfBg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3CuZYrC3e52OwIME5PdquHOfBg=">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</latexit>

N
<latexit sha1_base64="FsFohXQjc3OA/BBAi7JXP9TMCN0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiydpwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9X75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia89jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14lrYuq51a9xmWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fppGM0g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FsFohXQjc3OA/BBAi7JXP9TMCN0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiydpwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9X75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia89jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14lrYuq51a9xmWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fppGM0g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FsFohXQjc3OA/BBAi7JXP9TMCN0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiydpwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9X75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia89jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14lrYuq51a9xmWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fppGM0g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FsFohXQjc3OA/BBAi7JXP9TMCN0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiydpwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9X75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia89jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14lrYuq51a9xmWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fppGM0g==</latexit>

� 2 ⇤ = RN
+

<latexit sha1_base64="Sg4WgP23XCDZBiuYz4J/lzOdL2E=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1UQhJKIoBuh6MaFSBX7gCaGyWTSDp1MwsxEKKE/4MZfceNCEbfu3fk3TtostPXAwOGcc5l7j58wKpVlfRulufmFxaXycmVldW19w9zcask4FZg0ccxi0fGRJIxy0lRUMdJJBEGRz0jbH1zkfvuBCEljfqeGCXEj1OM0pBgpLXnmnsN0OEDQoRw6VxN+Bp0Iqb7vZ7cj7/D+2jOrVs0aA84SuyBVUKDhmV9OEOM0IlxhhqTs2lai3AwJRTEjo4qTSpIgPEA90tWUo4hINxtfM4L7WglgGAv9uIJj9fdEhiIph5Gvk/mWctrLxf+8bqrCUzejPEkV4XjyUZgyqGKYVwMDKghWbKgJwoLqXSHuI4Gw0gVWdAn29MmzpHVUs62afXNcrZ8XdZTBDtgFB8AGJ6AOLkEDNAEGj+AZvII348l4Md6Nj0m0ZBQz2+APjM8fqOeapw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sg4WgP23XCDZBiuYz4J/lzOdL2E=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1UQhJKIoBuh6MaFSBX7gCaGyWTSDp1MwsxEKKE/4MZfceNCEbfu3fk3TtostPXAwOGcc5l7j58wKpVlfRulufmFxaXycmVldW19w9zcask4FZg0ccxi0fGRJIxy0lRUMdJJBEGRz0jbH1zkfvuBCEljfqeGCXEj1OM0pBgpLXnmnsN0OEDQoRw6VxN+Bp0Iqb7vZ7cj7/D+2jOrVs0aA84SuyBVUKDhmV9OEOM0IlxhhqTs2lai3AwJRTEjo4qTSpIgPEA90tWUo4hINxtfM4L7WglgGAv9uIJj9fdEhiIph5Gvk/mWctrLxf+8bqrCUzejPEkV4XjyUZgyqGKYVwMDKghWbKgJwoLqXSHuI4Gw0gVWdAn29MmzpHVUs62afXNcrZ8XdZTBDtgFB8AGJ6AOLkEDNAEGj+AZvII348l4Md6Nj0m0ZBQz2+APjM8fqOeapw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sg4WgP23XCDZBiuYz4J/lzOdL2E=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1UQhJKIoBuh6MaFSBX7gCaGyWTSDp1MwsxEKKE/4MZfceNCEbfu3fk3TtostPXAwOGcc5l7j58wKpVlfRulufmFxaXycmVldW19w9zcask4FZg0ccxi0fGRJIxy0lRUMdJJBEGRz0jbH1zkfvuBCEljfqeGCXEj1OM0pBgpLXnmnsN0OEDQoRw6VxN+Bp0Iqb7vZ7cj7/D+2jOrVs0aA84SuyBVUKDhmV9OEOM0IlxhhqTs2lai3AwJRTEjo4qTSpIgPEA90tWUo4hINxtfM4L7WglgGAv9uIJj9fdEhiIph5Gvk/mWctrLxf+8bqrCUzejPEkV4XjyUZgyqGKYVwMDKghWbKgJwoLqXSHuI4Gw0gVWdAn29MmzpHVUs62afXNcrZ8XdZTBDtgFB8AGJ6AOLkEDNAEGj+AZvII348l4Md6Nj0m0ZBQz2+APjM8fqOeapw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sg4WgP23XCDZBiuYz4J/lzOdL2E=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1UQhJKIoBuh6MaFSBX7gCaGyWTSDp1MwsxEKKE/4MZfceNCEbfu3fk3TtostPXAwOGcc5l7j58wKpVlfRulufmFxaXycmVldW19w9zcask4FZg0ccxi0fGRJIxy0lRUMdJJBEGRz0jbH1zkfvuBCEljfqeGCXEj1OM0pBgpLXnmnsN0OEDQoRw6VxN+Bp0Iqb7vZ7cj7/D+2jOrVs0aA84SuyBVUKDhmV9OEOM0IlxhhqTs2lai3AwJRTEjo4qTSpIgPEA90tWUo4hINxtfM4L7WglgGAv9uIJj9fdEhiIph5Gvk/mWctrLxf+8bqrCUzejPEkV4XjyUZgyqGKYVwMDKghWbKgJwoLqXSHuI4Gw0gVWdAn29MmzpHVUs62afXNcrZ8XdZTBDtgFB8AGJ6AOLkEDNAEGj+AZvII348l4Md6Nj0m0ZBQz2+APjM8fqOeapw==</latexit>

L(x,�) = f0(x) + �T f(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="4RTsH5KxF8+TxQjanW0qYFVxf60=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VoUUoigm6EohsXLir0BU0Mk8mkHTp5MDORltDvcOOvuHGhiDtx4984aSNo9cDA4Zx7uHOPGzMqpGF8aoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3NL395piyjhmLRwxCLedZEgjIakJalkpBtzggKXkY47vMz8zh3hgkZhU45jYgeoH1KfYiSV5OimFSA5wIil15PK6AhaTGU9VIXn0HeMyqgKD7+12yb0leDoZaNmTAH/EjMnZZCj4ejvlhfhJCChxAwJ0TONWNop4pJiRiYlKxEkRniI+qSnaIgCIux0etoEHijFg37E1QslnKo/EykKhBgHrprMDhHzXib+5/US6Z/ZKQ3jRJIQzxb5CYMygllP0KOcYMnGiiDMqforxAPEEZaqzZIqwZw/+S9pH9dMo2benJTrF3kdRbAH9kEFmOAU1MEVaIAWwOAePIJn8KI9aE/aq/Y2Gy1oeWYX/IL28QX1355F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4RTsH5KxF8+TxQjanW0qYFVxf60=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VoUUoigm6EohsXLir0BU0Mk8mkHTp5MDORltDvcOOvuHGhiDtx4984aSNo9cDA4Zx7uHOPGzMqpGF8aoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3NL395piyjhmLRwxCLedZEgjIakJalkpBtzggKXkY47vMz8zh3hgkZhU45jYgeoH1KfYiSV5OimFSA5wIil15PK6AhaTGU9VIXn0HeMyqgKD7+12yb0leDoZaNmTAH/EjMnZZCj4ejvlhfhJCChxAwJ0TONWNop4pJiRiYlKxEkRniI+qSnaIgCIux0etoEHijFg37E1QslnKo/EykKhBgHrprMDhHzXib+5/US6Z/ZKQ3jRJIQzxb5CYMygllP0KOcYMnGiiDMqforxAPEEZaqzZIqwZw/+S9pH9dMo2benJTrF3kdRbAH9kEFmOAU1MEVaIAWwOAePIJn8KI9aE/aq/Y2Gy1oeWYX/IL28QX1355F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4RTsH5KxF8+TxQjanW0qYFVxf60=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VoUUoigm6EohsXLir0BU0Mk8mkHTp5MDORltDvcOOvuHGhiDtx4984aSNo9cDA4Zx7uHOPGzMqpGF8aoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3NL395piyjhmLRwxCLedZEgjIakJalkpBtzggKXkY47vMz8zh3hgkZhU45jYgeoH1KfYiSV5OimFSA5wIil15PK6AhaTGU9VIXn0HeMyqgKD7+12yb0leDoZaNmTAH/EjMnZZCj4ejvlhfhJCChxAwJ0TONWNop4pJiRiYlKxEkRniI+qSnaIgCIux0etoEHijFg37E1QslnKo/EykKhBgHrprMDhHzXib+5/US6Z/ZKQ3jRJIQzxb5CYMygllP0KOcYMnGiiDMqforxAPEEZaqzZIqwZw/+S9pH9dMo2benJTrF3kdRbAH9kEFmOAU1MEVaIAWwOAePIJn8KI9aE/aq/Y2Gy1oeWYX/IL28QX1355F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4RTsH5KxF8+TxQjanW0qYFVxf60=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VoUUoigm6EohsXLir0BU0Mk8mkHTp5MDORltDvcOOvuHGhiDtx4984aSNo9cDA4Zx7uHOPGzMqpGF8aoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3NL395piyjhmLRwxCLedZEgjIakJalkpBtzggKXkY47vMz8zh3hgkZhU45jYgeoH1KfYiSV5OimFSA5wIil15PK6AhaTGU9VIXn0HeMyqgKD7+12yb0leDoZaNmTAH/EjMnZZCj4ejvlhfhJCChxAwJ0TONWNop4pJiRiYlKxEkRniI+qSnaIgCIux0etoEHijFg37E1QslnKo/EykKhBgHrprMDhHzXib+5/US6Z/ZKQ3jRJIQzxb5CYMygllP0KOcYMnGiiDMqforxAPEEZaqzZIqwZw/+S9pH9dMo2benJTrF3kdRbAH9kEFmOAU1MEVaIAWwOAePIJn8KI9aE/aq/Y2Gy1oeWYX/IL28QX1355F</latexit>
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Nonlinear dynamics can yield limit cycles

• Seek a new system for Lagrange multiplier dynamics 

• Specialize to            constraints, use bio-inspired dynamics 
from Passino and Seeley, 2012:  
 
 
 

• Same decision variable dynamics as saddle point: 

• This system can exhibit limit cycles!
�28

N = 2
<latexit sha1_base64="1IEaO9eumOm5B0ixIgn2gW0SYXM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CIUvXiSivYD2lA22027dLMJuxOhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6387K6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bJo41Yw3WCxj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrcTzWkUSN4KRjdTv/XEtRGxesRxwv2IDpQIBaNopYe7q2qvVHYr7gxkmXg5KUOOeq/01e3HLI24QiapMR3PTdDPqEbBJJ8Uu6nhCWUjOuAdSxWNuPGz2akTcmqVPgljbUshmam/JzIaGTOOAtsZURyaRW8q/ud1Ugwv/UyoJEWu2HxRmEqCMZn+TfpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnadIo2BG/x5WXSrFY8t+Ldn5dr13kcBTiGEzgDDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDmX+NVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1IEaO9eumOm5B0ixIgn2gW0SYXM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CIUvXiSivYD2lA22027dLMJuxOhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6387K6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bJo41Yw3WCxj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrcTzWkUSN4KRjdTv/XEtRGxesRxwv2IDpQIBaNopYe7q2qvVHYr7gxkmXg5KUOOeq/01e3HLI24QiapMR3PTdDPqEbBJJ8Uu6nhCWUjOuAdSxWNuPGz2akTcmqVPgljbUshmam/JzIaGTOOAtsZURyaRW8q/ud1Ugwv/UyoJEWu2HxRmEqCMZn+TfpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnadIo2BG/x5WXSrFY8t+Ldn5dr13kcBTiGEzgDDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDmX+NVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1IEaO9eumOm5B0ixIgn2gW0SYXM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CIUvXiSivYD2lA22027dLMJuxOhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6387K6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bJo41Yw3WCxj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrcTzWkUSN4KRjdTv/XEtRGxesRxwv2IDpQIBaNopYe7q2qvVHYr7gxkmXg5KUOOeq/01e3HLI24QiapMR3PTdDPqEbBJJ8Uu6nhCWUjOuAdSxWNuPGz2akTcmqVPgljbUshmam/JzIaGTOOAtsZURyaRW8q/ud1Ugwv/UyoJEWu2HxRmEqCMZn+TfpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnadIo2BG/x5WXSrFY8t+Ldn5dr13kcBTiGEzgDDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDmX+NVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1IEaO9eumOm5B0ixIgn2gW0SYXM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9CIUvXiSivYD2lA22027dLMJuxOhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6387K6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bJo41Yw3WCxj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrcTzWkUSN4KRjdTv/XEtRGxesRxwv2IDpQIBaNopYe7q2qvVHYr7gxkmXg5KUOOeq/01e3HLI24QiapMR3PTdDPqEbBJJ8Uu6nhCWUjOuAdSxWNuPGz2akTcmqVPgljbUshmam/JzIaGTOOAtsZURyaRW8q/ud1Ugwv/UyoJEWu2HxRmEqCMZn+TfpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnadIo2BG/x5WXSrFY8t+Ldn5dr13kcBTiGEzgDDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDmX+NVQ==</latexit>

ẏ1 = �1/(Kf1(x)) +Kf1(x)y0(1 + y1)� �y1y2

ẏ2 = �1/(Kf2(x)) +Kf2(x)y0(1 + y2)� �y1y2
<latexit sha1_base64="nChNaaM/hDeTdzOiQiJWTl1B3rs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nChNaaM/hDeTdzOiQiJWTl1B3rs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nChNaaM/hDeTdzOiQiJWTl1B3rs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nChNaaM/hDeTdzOiQiJWTl1B3rs=">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</latexit>

y 2 �2 = {x 2 R3 : xi � 0,
X

i

xi = 1}
<latexit sha1_base64="O5GKl3ZxYkm8ePS22oZYk1Lb6sU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O5GKl3ZxYkm8ePS22oZYk1Lb6sU=">AAACL3icbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9ejlYRE8SNmtgiIIoiIeVawK3bZk09c2mM2uSVYsS/+RF/+KFxFFvPovzLY9qHUgMJl5j2QmiAXXxnVfndzY+MTk1PRMfnZufmGxsLR8paNEMaywSETqJqAaBZdYMdwIvIkV0jAQeB3cHmX+9T0qzSN5abox1kLalrzFGTVWahROuuBzCf4xCkPrZdgHP4WHgRZS0wmC9KJX34I9eGhw8Nt4B+4m+DoJ7TWT9sEDv9coFN2S2weMEm9IimSIs0bh2W9GLAlRGiao1lXPjU0tpcpwJrCX9xONMWW3tI1VSyUNUdfSft4erFulCa1I2SMN9NWfGykNte6GgZ3MMui/Xib+51UT09qtpVzGiUHJBg+1EgEmgqw8aHKFzIiuJZQpbv8KrEMVZcZWnLcleH8jj5KrcslzS975dvHgcFjHNFkla2SDeGSHHJBTckYqhJFH8kzeyLvz5Lw4H87nYDTnDHdWyC84X9+ehaW8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O5GKl3ZxYkm8ePS22oZYk1Lb6sU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O5GKl3ZxYkm8ePS22oZYk1Lb6sU=">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</latexit>

K,� > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="AjggJXnMvkbBvsW4J2z+nwvo4zw=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfQkRS+Clwr2A9qlZNNsG5pk1yRbKEt/hxcPinj1x3jz35ht96CtDwYe780wMy+IOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYxuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyX//gx1NRsIjK6R2ytX3Ko7A1omXk4qkKPeK391+xFJBJWGcKx1x3Nj46dYGUY4nZa6iaYxJiM8oB1LJRZU++ns6Ck6sUofhZGyJQ2aqb8nUiy0nojAdgpshnrRy8T/vE5iwis/ZTJODJVkvihMODIRyhJAfaYoMXxiCSaK2VsRGWKFibE5lWwI3uLLy6R5XvXcqvdwUand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EEdGkDgCZ7hFd6csfPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+dJJCu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AjggJXnMvkbBvsW4J2z+nwvo4zw=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfQkRS+Clwr2A9qlZNNsG5pk1yRbKEt/hxcPinj1x3jz35ht96CtDwYe780wMy+IOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYxuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyX//gx1NRsIjK6R2ytX3Ko7A1omXk4qkKPeK391+xFJBJWGcKx1x3Nj46dYGUY4nZa6iaYxJiM8oB1LJRZU++ns6Ck6sUofhZGyJQ2aqb8nUiy0nojAdgpshnrRy8T/vE5iwis/ZTJODJVkvihMODIRyhJAfaYoMXxiCSaK2VsRGWKFibE5lWwI3uLLy6R5XvXcqvdwUand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EEdGkDgCZ7hFd6csfPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+dJJCu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AjggJXnMvkbBvsW4J2z+nwvo4zw=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfQkRS+Clwr2A9qlZNNsG5pk1yRbKEt/hxcPinj1x3jz35ht96CtDwYe780wMy+IOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYxuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyX//gx1NRsIjK6R2ytX3Ko7A1omXk4qkKPeK391+xFJBJWGcKx1x3Nj46dYGUY4nZa6iaYxJiM8oB1LJRZU++ns6Ck6sUofhZGyJQ2aqb8nUiy0nojAdgpshnrRy8T/vE5iwis/ZTJODJVkvihMODIRyhJAfaYoMXxiCSaK2VsRGWKFibE5lWwI3uLLy6R5XvXcqvdwUand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EEdGkDgCZ7hFd6csfPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+dJJCu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AjggJXnMvkbBvsW4J2z+nwvo4zw=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdEfQkRS+Clwr2A9qlZNNsG5pk1yRbKEt/hxcPinj1x3jz35ht96CtDwYe780wMy+IOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYxuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyX//gx1NRsIjK6R2ytX3Ko7A1omXk4qkKPeK391+xFJBJWGcKx1x3Nj46dYGUY4nZa6iaYxJiM8oB1LJRZU++ns6Ck6sUofhZGyJQ2aqb8nUiy0nojAdgpshnrRy8T/vE5iwis/ZTJODJVkvihMODIRyhJAfaYoMXxiCSaK2VsRGWKFibE5lWwI3uLLy6R5XvXcqvdwUand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EEdGkDgCZ7hFd6csfPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+dJJCu</latexit>

ẋ = y1f1,x(x) + y2f2,x(x)
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The limit cycle is quite robust! (2)

• Purely reactive: No model of goal behavior, just good 
sensors (and no actuation limits)

�29
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Analysis: Shift to mean-difference coordinates

•  
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Remove obstacles, workspace is  

• Consider mean-difference coordinates, e.g.,
�30�' = '1 � '2, '̄ =

'1 + '2

2
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Limit cycles via Hopf analysis

• First route to limit cycles: find a Hopf bifurcation  
as gain                 is increased  
 
 

• Sufficiently high gain = limit cycle

�31
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Theorem 1. Set � = 4. The system żr = fr(zr, ✏v) defined by (19) has a deadlock
equilibrium zrd given by (22). For su�ciently small ⌘ > 0, the dynamics undergo a
Hopf bifurcation resulting in stable periodic solutions at (zrd, ✏v,0(⌘)), where ⌘ ⌧ 1 is
the saturation constant. In the limit ⌘ ! 0, ✏v,0(0) ⇡ 0.262 is the smaller of the two
real-valued solutions of (1� 4✏2

v
)2 � 2✏v = 0.

As we are ultimately motivated by the physically meaningful case of small but
non-zero values of ✏v and ✏�, we study the singular perturbation limit ✏v, ✏� ! 0 under
which the system (12) can be reduced to a planar dynamical system and show the
existence of a limit cycle. We then employ tools from geometric singular perturbation
theory to show the persistence of this limit cycle for su�ciently small, but finite,
values of ✏v and ✏�:

Theorem 2. Accepting Conjecture 21, below, for � = 4, there exists a stable limit
cycle of (12) for su�ciently small, but finite, values of ✏� and ✏v. Equivalently, fixing
�, there exists a stable limit cycle of (12) for su�ciently large, but finite, values of
v
⇤.

3. Illustrative Simulations. Figure 1 summarizes the behavior of the system
(12) as a function of the two parameters ✏v and ✏�. For large values of both param-
eters, the system exhibits a stable deadlock equilibrium, while for su�ciently small
values of both parameters the system exhibits a stable limit cycle composed of a
slow segment followed by a fast jump, which is characteristic of relaxation oscillations
[2, 7]. Section 4 studies the system in the limit ✏� ! 0 and analytically shows the ex-
istence of a Hopf bifurcation at ✏v = ✏v,0 ⇡ 0.262. The blue line in Figure 1 shows the
numerically-computed bifurcation value ✏⇤

v
(✏�) for ✏� > 0. The numerically-computed

limit lim✏�!0 ✏
⇤
v
(✏�) corresponds well to the analytical value ✏v,0.

Figures 2–5 show simulations of the system (12) for four representative values of
the parameters ✏v, ✏�. We set � = 4. In ⇠ coordinates, the initial conditions were
x = 0,m1 = 0,m2 = 1/2, v1 = v2 = 0.1. In the mean-di↵erence coordinates z this
corresponds to �' = 0, '̄ =

p
2/2,�m = �1/2, m̄ = 1/4,�v = 0, and v̄ = 0.1.

This choice of initial conditions was made to avoid the deadlock equilibrium but was
otherwise generic.

Figure 2 suggests that for large values of ✏v, ✏� there is a stable deadlock equi-
librium in the system where no oscillations are present. Analyzing the dynamics, we
see that this equilibrium corresponds to the state zd = (�'d, '̄d,�md, m̄d,�vd, v̄d),
where '̄d = 1/2, v̄d = '̄d = 1/2,�'d = �md = �vd = 0, and m̄d solves the following
quadratic equation:

(20) � 2(1 + �✏v)m̄
2
d
� (4✏2

v
+ 1)m̄d + 1 = 0,

which has the solution m̄d(✏v) given by

�(4✏2
v
+ 1) +

p
(4✏2

v
+ 1)2 + 8(1 + �✏v)

4(1 + �✏v)
(21)

=
�(4✏2

v
+ 1) +

p
16✏4

v
+ 8✏2

v
+ 8�✏v + 9

4(1 + �✏v)
,

which is clearly positive, as � and ✏v are both positive, which implies that the second
term under the radical in (21) is positive. Figures 2–5 suggest that the system under-
goes a Hopf bifurcation as the parameters ✏v and ✏� are decreased. In the following
sections we carry out a series of analyses to characterize the bifurcation and study
the resulting limit cycle.

9

PBR, Kod, SIAM J. Appl. Dyn. Systems, 2018

K = 1/✏v
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Limit cycles via singular perturbation

• The limit cycle is in fact structurally stable 

• Proof sketch: 

• Start with 6-D system in  

• Eliminate         using asymptotic stability 

• Eliminate              by singular perturbation in 

• Resulting planar system has a limit cycle (Poincare-Bendixson) 

• Fenichel lets us relax away from the limit

�32

�m, m̄,�', '̄,�v, v̄

'̄, v̄

�v, m̄ ✏ = 1/v⇤

✏ ! 0

High gain 
= limit cycle

Limit cycle = repeatedly visit goals

�m,�'

Theorem 1. Set � = 4. The system żr = fr(zr, ✏v) defined by (19) has a deadlock
equilibrium zrd given by (22). For su�ciently small ⌘ > 0, the dynamics undergo a
Hopf bifurcation resulting in stable periodic solutions at (zrd, ✏v,0(⌘)), where ⌘ ⌧ 1 is
the saturation constant. In the limit ⌘ ! 0, ✏v,0(0) ⇡ 0.262 is the smaller of the two
real-valued solutions of (1� 4✏2

v
)2 � 2✏v = 0.

As we are ultimately motivated by the physically meaningful case of small but
non-zero values of ✏v and ✏�, we study the singular perturbation limit ✏v, ✏� ! 0 under
which the system (12) can be reduced to a planar dynamical system and show the
existence of a limit cycle. We then employ tools from geometric singular perturbation
theory to show the persistence of this limit cycle for su�ciently small, but finite,
values of ✏v and ✏�:

Theorem 2. Accepting Conjecture 21, below, for � = 4, there exists a stable limit
cycle of (12) for su�ciently small, but finite, values of ✏� and ✏v. Equivalently, fixing
�, there exists a stable limit cycle of (12) for su�ciently large, but finite, values of
v
⇤.

3. Illustrative Simulations. Figure 1 summarizes the behavior of the system
(12) as a function of the two parameters ✏v and ✏�. For large values of both param-
eters, the system exhibits a stable deadlock equilibrium, while for su�ciently small
values of both parameters the system exhibits a stable limit cycle composed of a
slow segment followed by a fast jump, which is characteristic of relaxation oscillations
[2, 7]. Section 4 studies the system in the limit ✏� ! 0 and analytically shows the ex-
istence of a Hopf bifurcation at ✏v = ✏v,0 ⇡ 0.262. The blue line in Figure 1 shows the
numerically-computed bifurcation value ✏⇤

v
(✏�) for ✏� > 0. The numerically-computed

limit lim✏�!0 ✏
⇤
v
(✏�) corresponds well to the analytical value ✏v,0.

Figures 2–5 show simulations of the system (12) for four representative values of
the parameters ✏v, ✏�. We set � = 4. In ⇠ coordinates, the initial conditions were
x = 0,m1 = 0,m2 = 1/2, v1 = v2 = 0.1. In the mean-di↵erence coordinates z this
corresponds to �' = 0, '̄ =

p
2/2,�m = �1/2, m̄ = 1/4,�v = 0, and v̄ = 0.1.

This choice of initial conditions was made to avoid the deadlock equilibrium but was
otherwise generic.

Figure 2 suggests that for large values of ✏v, ✏� there is a stable deadlock equi-
librium in the system where no oscillations are present. Analyzing the dynamics, we
see that this equilibrium corresponds to the state zd = (�'d, '̄d,�md, m̄d,�vd, v̄d),
where '̄d = 1/2, v̄d = '̄d = 1/2,�'d = �md = �vd = 0, and m̄d solves the following
quadratic equation:

(20) � 2(1 + �✏v)m̄
2
d
� (4✏2

v
+ 1)m̄d + 1 = 0,

which has the solution m̄d(✏v) given by

�(4✏2
v
+ 1) +

p
(4✏2

v
+ 1)2 + 8(1 + �✏v)

4(1 + �✏v)
(21)

=
�(4✏2

v
+ 1) +

p
16✏4

v
+ 8✏2

v
+ 8�✏v + 9

4(1 + �✏v)
,

which is clearly positive, as � and ✏v are both positive, which implies that the second
term under the radical in (21) is positive. Figures 2–5 suggest that the system under-
goes a Hopf bifurcation as the parameters ✏v and ✏� are decreased. In the following
sections we carry out a series of analyses to characterize the bifurcation and study
the resulting limit cycle.

9

ẋ = f(x, µ = ✏v)
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PBR, Kod, SIAM J. Appl. Dyn. Systems, 2018
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Multiple tasks via trees

• The decision mechanism only accounts for            goals 

• The case            is significantly harder; need bifurcations 
on the    -simplex 

• One feasible workaround: use binary trees 

• Feed mean navigation function  
of child nodes back  
to parent

�33

N = 2

N � 3
N

v0,0,'0,0,m0,0
v0,1,'0,1,m0,1

(0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 1)(1, 0)

'0 =
'0,0 + '0,1

2
'1 =

'1,0 + '1,1

2
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Four tasks

�34

1 2 3 4

1

2

3 4

Topology of limit set ~ binary tree topology?
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Patrol and inspection (alerts)

• Use trees again 

• When an event occurs, spike alert value, robot visits it 

• Once visited, returns to patrol

�35

Overall supervisor

Patrol supervisor

Waypoint 1 Waypoint 2

Alert
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Questions

• How can we program this thing? 

• In the multi-task case, how are the tree topology and the 
limit cycle topology related? 

• How to connect this with formal synthesis methods? 

• We have a way to express (Eventually)(Always)(Go to 
location 1 (And) Go to location 2). 

• How to incorporate external stimuli? Multiple agents?

�36
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Conclusions

• Defined autonomy as prioritized behaviors 

• Adopted navigation as prototypical behavior, encoded in 
vector fields 

• Developed bio-inspired dynamical system to compose 
multiple vector fields 

• Proved existence of limit cycle in the dynamical system 
(=recurrent patrol) 
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depends on !vv and s but not on Dv, whereas the dynamics along
the slow manifold depend explicitly on !vv, s, and Dv (Text S1). The
analytically-calculated slow manifold is superimposed on the
simulated decision-making dynamics in Figure 1 and in Figure
S2, where it can be seen that the slow manifold approximates the
slow dynamics well over a range of parameter values, deteriorating
only when Dv is on the order of !vv.

Thus, analysing the stochastic decision dynamics along the
stable one-dimensional manifold will give a good understanding of
the decision-making properties of the system as a whole. This is
particularly relevant because the reduced dynamics resemble
classical models of binary decision-making. For example, the
general one-dimensional stochastic differential equation

dx : ~(azbx)dtzcdW , ð3 Þ

where dW is the Wiener increment as in Eq. 1, includes
Orstein-Uhlenbeck processes (OU — a~0 , b=0 ) and the drift-
diffusion model (DDM — a=0 , b~0 ) as special cases. In these
models as applied to decision-making, amay in certain cases
correspond to the signal in the stimulus presented to the decision-
maker, and c the noise in that stimulus. The decision-variable x
models the tendency to choose one of two alternatives where a
decision is made in favor of one alternative when x crosses a
positive threshold, and the other alternative when x crosses a
negative threshold. In the statistically-optimal DDM parameter-
isation, x represents the log likelihood ratio of the alternatives so
that x~0 corresponds to equal evidence for each alternative.

Bogacz et al. previously recovered O-U processes and the DDM
from two-dimensional connectionist models of choice in the visual
cortex, while we recovered the DDM from two-dimensional
models of nest-site selection by social insect colonies [9]. The
DDM [19] is of particular interest to researchers studying

decision-making because it corresponds to the statistically-optimal
test for compromising between speed and accuracy of decision-
making, and gives the best fits to reaction-time and error-rate
distributions of subjects undertaking psychophysical decision tasks
[4]. The analyses of [4] and [9] were facilitated by studying
equations that converged to a linear stable manifold, whereas the
stable manifold for Eq. 1 is clearly non-linear (Figure 1; Text S1).
Nevertheless approximations to this manifold, as well as stochastic
simulations, will enable us to analyse decision-making along it.

Minimum Value of Acceptable Equal Alternatives
Our previous analysis showed that the decision-making model

of Eq. 1 with k~0 , when alternatives are of equal value
(v : ~vA~vB), exhibits a pitchfork bifurcation as a function of
increasing cross-inhibition rate s and value v [13]. In the pre-
bifurcation case, a single attractor exists at which each accumu-
lator is of equal size, whereas in the post-bifurcation case this
attractor becomes an unstable saddle point, and attractors
corresponding to each alternative emerge. That is, there is a
critical level of cross-inhibition s# below which the decision-maker
remains deadlocked between the two equal alternatives, but above
which it converges to choosing one alternative at random. This
threshold, plotted in Figure 2, was previously [13] calculated as

s#~
4 v3

(v2 {1)2
: ð4 Þ

Figure 2 demonstrates a further very useful decision-making
property, that of value sensitivity. To illustrate the general
principle, consider the particular case of a honeybee swarm that
has discovered two equally poor potential nest sites. If both of
these alternatives are of such low value to the swarm, through
having insufficient volume to allow for effective colony growth and
reproduction in the future, for example, then the swarm would be
better off waiting to see if its scouts can discover other, higher
value, alternatives in the vicinity. Figure 2 shows that, if the value
of the alternatives v is sufficiently low given the swarm’s rate of
cross-inhibition s then this is precisely what happens; the recruiter
populations for the two alternatives A and B become deadlocked
at equal commitment, while leaving a proportion of the swarm in
the uncommitted state U and thus available to discover
alternatives through independent exploration of the environment
(Figure 2; bottom-left inset). Figure 3 presents stochastic simula-
tions of a scenario illustrating this behaviour (see Text S1), in
which two equal but poor quality alternatives are discovered, and
stable deadlock persists between them until a third superior
alternative is discovered and subsequently chosen. This late
selection of an alternative differs qualitatively from earlier models
[20], in which no mechanism for adaptive deadlock was
considered; in [20] a lower recruitment rate for a poor alternative
gives enough time for a late-discovered good alternative to
overtake the poor and reach the decision threshold first. Although
we have not presented them, our model with a single-discovered
alternative, in which no cross-inhibition would occur, would
exhibit similar dynamics. There is experimental evidence,
however, that for honeybee swarms even with only two
alternatives available for discovery, times-to-discovery relative to
time-to-decision are sufficient to ensure that both alternatives are
discovered and a competition between them occurs [13]. The
results of our model also agree qualitatively with experimental
evidence that honeybee swarms are able to choose a good-quality
nest site over four other medium-quality nest sites [21], which

Figure 1. Decision-making dynamics on the unit simplex with
vertex U corresponding to a fully uncommitted decision-
maker (yU ~1), vertex A to a decision-maker fully committed to
alternative A (yA~1, and vertex )B to a decision-maker fully
committed to alternative B (yB~1). When the accumulator for
alternative A or B (yA or yB) surpasses a decision threshold, illustrated
with a dashed line, the corresponding alternative is selected by the
decision-maker. Flow lines indicate sample noise-free trajectories over
time, demonstrating fast convergence to a slow, invariant manifold. A
singular perturbation analysis (Text S1) proves this separation of
timescales, and gives the expression Eq. 2 for the slow manifold
(magenta line), which is independent of Dv (thus, the slow manifold is
the same in the right and left plots). The dynamics on the slow manifold
depend on parameters of the decision problem !vv and Dv and of the
cross-inhibition rate s; stable attractors (filled circles) can co-exist with
unstable saddle-nodes (hollow circles) on the slow manifold. Thus,
decision-making can be reduced to a single decision-variable; this is the
form of several classic models of decision-making, including those
implementing provably optimal statistical tests.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073216.g001
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depends on !vv and s but not on Dv, whereas the dynamics along
the slow manifold depend explicitly on !vv, s, and Dv (Text S1). The
analytically-calculated slow manifold is superimposed on the
simulated decision-making dynamics in Figure 1 and in Figure
S2, where it can be seen that the slow manifold approximates the
slow dynamics well over a range of parameter values, deteriorating
only when Dv is on the order of !vv.

Thus, analysing the stochastic decision dynamics along the
stable one-dimensional manifold will give a good understanding of
the decision-making properties of the system as a whole. This is
particularly relevant because the reduced dynamics resemble
classical models of binary decision-making. For example, the
general one-dimensional stochastic differential equation

dx : ~(azbx)dtzcdW , ð3 Þ

where dW is the Wiener increment as in Eq. 1, includes
Orstein-Uhlenbeck processes (OU — a~0 , b=0 ) and the drift-
diffusion model (DDM — a=0 , b~0 ) as special cases. In these
models as applied to decision-making, amay in certain cases
correspond to the signal in the stimulus presented to the decision-
maker, and c the noise in that stimulus. The decision-variable x
models the tendency to choose one of two alternatives where a
decision is made in favor of one alternative when x crosses a
positive threshold, and the other alternative when x crosses a
negative threshold. In the statistically-optimal DDM parameter-
isation, x represents the log likelihood ratio of the alternatives so
that x~0 corresponds to equal evidence for each alternative.

Bogacz et al. previously recovered O-U processes and the DDM
from two-dimensional connectionist models of choice in the visual
cortex, while we recovered the DDM from two-dimensional
models of nest-site selection by social insect colonies [9]. The
DDM [19] is of particular interest to researchers studying

decision-making because it corresponds to the statistically-optimal
test for compromising between speed and accuracy of decision-
making, and gives the best fits to reaction-time and error-rate
distributions of subjects undertaking psychophysical decision tasks
[4]. The analyses of [4] and [9] were facilitated by studying
equations that converged to a linear stable manifold, whereas the
stable manifold for Eq. 1 is clearly non-linear (Figure 1; Text S1).
Nevertheless approximations to this manifold, as well as stochastic
simulations, will enable us to analyse decision-making along it.

Minimum Value of Acceptable Equal Alternatives
Our previous analysis showed that the decision-making model

of Eq. 1 with k~0 , when alternatives are of equal value
(v : ~vA~vB), exhibits a pitchfork bifurcation as a function of
increasing cross-inhibition rate s and value v [13]. In the pre-
bifurcation case, a single attractor exists at which each accumu-
lator is of equal size, whereas in the post-bifurcation case this
attractor becomes an unstable saddle point, and attractors
corresponding to each alternative emerge. That is, there is a
critical level of cross-inhibition s# below which the decision-maker
remains deadlocked between the two equal alternatives, but above
which it converges to choosing one alternative at random. This
threshold, plotted in Figure 2, was previously [13] calculated as

s#~
4 v3

(v2 {1)2
: ð4 Þ

Figure 2 demonstrates a further very useful decision-making
property, that of value sensitivity. To illustrate the general
principle, consider the particular case of a honeybee swarm that
has discovered two equally poor potential nest sites. If both of
these alternatives are of such low value to the swarm, through
having insufficient volume to allow for effective colony growth and
reproduction in the future, for example, then the swarm would be
better off waiting to see if its scouts can discover other, higher
value, alternatives in the vicinity. Figure 2 shows that, if the value
of the alternatives v is sufficiently low given the swarm’s rate of
cross-inhibition s then this is precisely what happens; the recruiter
populations for the two alternatives A and B become deadlocked
at equal commitment, while leaving a proportion of the swarm in
the uncommitted state U and thus available to discover
alternatives through independent exploration of the environment
(Figure 2; bottom-left inset). Figure 3 presents stochastic simula-
tions of a scenario illustrating this behaviour (see Text S1), in
which two equal but poor quality alternatives are discovered, and
stable deadlock persists between them until a third superior
alternative is discovered and subsequently chosen. This late
selection of an alternative differs qualitatively from earlier models
[20], in which no mechanism for adaptive deadlock was
considered; in [20] a lower recruitment rate for a poor alternative
gives enough time for a late-discovered good alternative to
overtake the poor and reach the decision threshold first. Although
we have not presented them, our model with a single-discovered
alternative, in which no cross-inhibition would occur, would
exhibit similar dynamics. There is experimental evidence,
however, that for honeybee swarms even with only two
alternatives available for discovery, times-to-discovery relative to
time-to-decision are sufficient to ensure that both alternatives are
discovered and a competition between them occurs [13]. The
results of our model also agree qualitatively with experimental
evidence that honeybee swarms are able to choose a good-quality
nest site over four other medium-quality nest sites [21], which

Figure 1. Decision-making dynamics on the unit simplex with
vertex U corresponding to a fully uncommitted decision-
maker (yU ~1), vertex A to a decision-maker fully committed to
alternative A (yA~1, and vertex )B to a decision-maker fully
committed to alternative B (yB~1). When the accumulator for
alternative A or B (yA or yB) surpasses a decision threshold, illustrated
with a dashed line, the corresponding alternative is selected by the
decision-maker. Flow lines indicate sample noise-free trajectories over
time, demonstrating fast convergence to a slow, invariant manifold. A
singular perturbation analysis (Text S1) proves this separation of
timescales, and gives the expression Eq. 2 for the slow manifold
(magenta line), which is independent of Dv (thus, the slow manifold is
the same in the right and left plots). The dynamics on the slow manifold
depend on parameters of the decision problem !vv and Dv and of the
cross-inhibition rate s; stable attractors (filled circles) can co-exist with
unstable saddle-nodes (hollow circles) on the slow manifold. Thus,
decision-making can be reduced to a single decision-variable; this is the
form of several classic models of decision-making, including those
implementing provably optimal statistical tests.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073216.g001
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Honeybee Democracy

• Pick nest site 

• With high quality (value, v) 

• Quickly (avoid deadlock) 

• Two-site model: (on simplex     )
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site quality landscape. We will assume that B=100 based on
the results of Seeley and Buhrman (1999). This number of
scouts will, on average, sample most of the landscape after
a few hours if they are all dedicated to random sampling (as
we assume explorers are). However, since some scouts may
find sites and become dedicated to them, it can take longer
on average to sample all locations. In some situations, all
locations will never be sampled, but that depends on the
dynamics of the selection process. With the choices here,
once in a while, a site will not be found during the entire
nest-site selection process. Since in our model the choice of
the landscape is dependent on B, the model is only valid for
a range of values around B=100. However, if other sig-
nificantly different ranges are of interest, the model can be
adjusted. Furthermore, note that we present the landscape
as having the spatial features to provide intuition; however,
the key feature is that there are unknown sites of various
qualities that have a nonzero probability of being
discovered.

Nest-site locations, which we uniformly distribute across
the domain, are initially unknown to the scouts. Nest-site
selection can then be thought of as trying to find a single
maximum point on the nest-site landscape. One example of
a nest-site landscape is shown in Fig. 1. Here, we have a
number of potential nest sites of varying quality, but only
one that is perfect. We will assume that the quality of a nest
site is constant during the nest-site selection process. Below,
however, we will assume that bees sample the nest-site
landscape function with some noise; hence, two bees that
visit the same site will have different assessments of its
quality.

Table 1 Notations used in the development of the model

Variable Description

θi Location of bee i
B Number of scouts
J Nest-site quality landscape
Nj Quality parameter of nest site j
k Index of expedition
Bc(k) Number of committed scouts
Bu(k) Number of uncommitted scouts
Bo(k) Number of scouts seeking to observe dances
Br(k) Number of bees that rest on the cluster
Be(k) Number of bees that explore
Si(k) Nest-site quality assessment by ith bee
wi(k) Noise due to errors in quality assessment
εt Quality/dance threshold
pd Probability of death on expedition
Bd(k) Number of bees that die at step k
Bdt(k) Total number died by step k
kj
i Step that bee i discovered site j

Li(k) Dance strength of bee i at step k
Lij(k) Dance strength of bee i at step k for site j
γ Initial dance strength for best site
εs Dance decay rate
pm Probability of becoming an observer
εq Quorum threshold
Lt(k) Total number of dances at step k
pe(k) Probability observer becomes explorer
σ Tendency to dance parameter
pi(k) Probability recruited by bee i
Ta Agreement time
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Motivational dynamics

• Pais et al. models one-off decisions: “value” is static 

• Value associated with a goal should: 

• Increase when far from goal 

• Decay once reached (satiation) 

• Idea: nav. function modulates value 

• Then use value as input to motivation 

• Want to encode recurrent patrol tasks in limit cycles 
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Value dynamics

•     goals (locations), each with navigation functions  

• Value            with dynamics  
 

• Motivation state  

• Physical dynamics
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N

vi > 0

Stable growth Decay at goal

ṁi = vimU �mi (1/vi � vimU � �(1�mimU ))

m = (m1, . . .mN ,mU ) 2 �N

combination 
of vector fields

'i : D ! [0, 1] 'i, i 2 {1, . . . , N}

�i, v
⇤
i > 0v̇i = �i(v

⇤
i � vi)� �iv

⇤
i (1� 'i(x))

ẋ = �mTDx�

= �(m1r'1 + · · ·+mNr'N )


